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ERGOMATESTM 
100% Mobile Anti-Slip and Anti-Fatigue Coverage

› Allows the muscles to expand and contract naturally as they adjust to 
the flexibility and give-and-take of the cushioning material

› Improve circulation dramatically reducing pain and fatigue from 
walking and standing, insulating the worker from the negative 
effects of impact, vibration and cold

› Ideal for areas where anti-fatigue matting is impractical due to 
length required or moving equipment

› Comfortably worn over closed shoes, boots and safety shoes
› Extremely durable and machine washable
› Resistant against most oils, solvents and cleaning agents
› Superior slip resistance wet or dry
› Insulates feet from cold, wet and hard floors
› Anti-Fatigue EVA cushion foam helps reduce impact shock, pain 

and discomfort to lower body
› Two layer extruded polymer (PVC) anti-slip lower sole with dual 

sealed edges (welded and sewn)
› Patented strapping system employing quick snaps for snug 

comfortable

Part No. USA Men USA Women UK EUROPE

G88103BXS 4 - 6 2.5 - 3.5 36 - 38
G88903BS 5 - 6 6 - 7 4 - 5.5 39 - 41
G88803BM 7 - 9 8 - 10 6 - 8.5 42 - 44

G887703BL 10 - 12 11 - 13 9 - 11.5 45 - 47

G88603BXL 13 - 15 12 - 14 48 - 50

Effective solution for relief of tired, sore, feet, knees and back improving 
safety and comfort. Allows the muscles to expand and contract naturally as 
they adjust to the flexibility and give-and-take of the cushioning material.

Dual Layer Sole | Improves Circulation | Outstanding Traction

Daily use: trade show participants, health care 
professionals, food services industry, recovering patients. 
Intermittent use: production workers, manufacturing 
workers, safety managers on audits, order pickers / order 
desks, forklift operators, counter personnel, supervisors 
and managers.

US Patent No. 6,968,634, other patents pending


